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Goal: Implementation of RIS
enabled Corridor Management

VisuRIS COMEX …
gathers relevant RIS information from the national data
sources in order to provide optimised fairway-,
infrastructure- and traffic-related services in a single point
of access for the users enabling reliable route- and voyage
planning as well as traffic- and transport management on
pan-European level .

Starting Shot
In order to tackle the existing fragmentation of national RIS Systems and lack
of harmonization in RIS data exchange, the concept of RIS enabled Corridor
Management was established within the CoRISMa project.

RIS COMEX, a CEF funded multi-Beneficiary project, was established with the
main goal to put the CoRISMa concept into practice by aiming at the
definition, specification and implementation of cross-border Corridor RIS
Services resulting in their sustainable operation.
In the meantime it has become clear that this ambitious goal will be realised
by means of two common systems which will be closely interconnected to
each other and which will be sustainably and jointly operated by the related
partners: VisuRIS COMEX and CEERIS.

CEERIS …
stands for Central & Eastern European Reporting
Information System and is a joint initiative by 8 countries in
order to tackle the administrative barriers and to reduce
the reporting burdens within the concerned region by
enabling the vessel operators to fulfill all reporting
requirements for a specific voyage/transport by „reporting
only once“ with „single entering of data“.

PARTNERS

Within 2021, the implementation phase will be finalised resulting in the
transfer of both systems into sustainable operation after an extensive testand evaluation phase.

Corridor RIS Sustainability
Considerable effort is put into the elaboration of the necessary legal,
organisational and financial framework in order to enable sustainable joint
operation of the systems. Main challenge for the last project year will be the
finalisation and enacting of the related agreements. A Corridor Management
Masterplan will provide recommendations for the time after RIS COMEX.

Project Progress
Corridor RIS Preparation
The RIS COMEX Partners jointly elaborated the service definitions and agreed
on a central system architecture re-using the Flemish VisuRIS system owned
and operated by De Vlaamse Waterweg. Furthermore, eight project partners
who identified the need for it, agreed to realise a common electronic reporting
system (CEERIS). This was the starting point for the implementation phase.

Horizontal Activities
Besides ongoing stakeholder management and contribution to the further
development of the RIS standardisation, the RIS COMEX Partners are also
active with the realisation of specific services related to safety of navigation
(Aids to Navigation, Research Cooperation with Inland ECDIS providers).
Based on the developed standard for fairway and infrastructure data, a new
common Network Data Model was specified in realised within VisuRIS COMEX.

CEERIS

Key Facts

Key Facts

In order to make the specified RIS Corridor Services available to the users, the
RIS COMEX partners agreed to realise a common and centralised single access
point - VisuRIS COMEX. The System, an adapted clone of the existing Flemish
VisuRIS system, was advanced to serve as European RIS platform fulfilling a
great variety of information needs of inland waterway stakeholders.

In order to tackle the fact that there are still many burdens related to the
fulfilment of the various reporting obligations in the different countries,
Austria, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania, Serbia and
Slovakia joined forces to implement a common electronic reporting system.

Corridor Services
Waterway network and
fairway objects

Actual traffic image and
traffic density

Actual water levels and
bridge clearance

Vessel positions for
authorised users

Information on fairway
limitations and incidents (NtS)

Calculated Estimated Times
of Arrival (ETAs)

Provision of latest Electronic
Navigational Charts (IENCs)

Voyage- and Cargo information
for authorised users

Operation hours of
bridges and locks

Berth reservation and
occupation

Overview of rules and
regulations for navigation

Grant logistics users access to
transport information

The Central and Eastern European Reporting Information System (CEERIS) is
built on the two main principles “single entering of data” and “reporting only
once” to fulfil all reporting requirements along the route for a specific
transport.
Thus, CEERIS will contribute significantly to the reduction of administrative
barriers and reporting burdens within Inland Navigation by enabling efficient
and transparent electronic reporting procedures.
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By means of a joint and harmonized approach, the partners aim to increase
the quality and availability of fairway, traffic and transport information
services as well as an augmentation in efficiency, sustainability and safety of
inland navigation and thus optimizing traffic and transport processes.

• System and service specifications have been elaborated and finalised
• Implementation of Corridor Services within VisuRIS COMEX is ongoing
• Uniform standards have been developed, enabling the partners to
provide their national network-, fairway- and infrastructure
information consistently to VisuRIS COMEX enabling route- and
voyage planning
• Vessel position data is transmitted from national data sources to
VisuRIS COMEX enabling traffic- and transport management along
the corridors
• The implementation of the Corridor Services and their related
functions is progressing according to the schedule
• Realisation of the CEERIS system has started
• Detailed specifications have been elaborated
• A joint procurement procedure by the eight partners was prepared
and executed which resulted in the contracting of the CEERIS
implementation in September 2020
• Implementation has started accompanied by continuous
coordination among the involved partners

VisuRIS COMEX

NATIONAL
AUTHORITY

14 Partners from 13 European countries have joined forces to realize the
common goal to implement harmonized Corridor Management by providing all
required RIS information to the users by one single point of access.

Corridor RIS Implementation

NATIONAL
ADMIN

RIS COMEX

• Overview of reporting
requirements for intended
transport and route
• Efficient creation, submission
and management of
electronic voyage reports
• Retrieval of electronic voyage
reports by preferred means
and in preferred format,
template and language
• Possibility to manage received
reports (respond, add
information, etc.)
• Configuration of reporting
requirements
• Configuration of national
receiving authorities and their
preferences

